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To all thon, it may concern. 
Be it known that I, FREDRIK. G. BoRG, a 

citizen of the United States, and resident of 
Chicago, in flhe county of Cook and State of 
Illinois, have invented a new and useful 
Concrete Building Construction, of which 
the following is a specification. 

This invention relates to reinforced con 
Crete building construction. 
The object of the invention is to provide 

a building construction consisting of sepa 
rate units or elements adapted to be fabri 
cated at a central plant or factory and 
shipped to and erected on the job without 
the use of false work or mould forms now 
in almost universal use in the construction 
of concrete structures of all kinds. 
To effect the objects thereof, a construc 

tion embodying my invention and improve 
ments comprises the various features and 
details of construction hereinafter described 
and claimed. 
In the accompanying drawings, in which 

my invention is fully illustrated, 
Figure 1 is a top plan view of a section 

of the floor of a building embodying my in 
vention and improvements, illustrating the 
manner of assembling the units thereof, pre 
paratory to bonding or uniting them to 
gether, the columns being shown in horizon 
tal sections. 

Figure 2 is a sectional elevation on the 
line 2–2 of Fig. 1. 

Figures 3 and 4 alre, respectively, a top 
plan view and a side elevation of a column 
forming one of the units or elevations of a 
building constructed in accordance with my 
invention. 

Figure 5 is a side view of a column base 
forming another unit or element of a build 
ing embodying my invention and improve 
mentS. 

Figures 6 and 7 are, respectively, a top 
plan and a side view of a floor slab which 
also forms a unit of a building embodying 
my invention. 

Figures 8, 9 and 10 are, respectively, a top 
plan and different side views of a T-girder 
forming a unit of the building; and 

Figure 11 is a sectional side view of a 
modified form of column adapted for the 
practice of my invention. 
A structure embodying my invention and 

improvements comprises, as elements or 
units, columns designated as a whole A, sup 
porting bases therefor designated as a 

whole B, T-girders designated as a whole C, 
and floor slabs designated as a whole D. 
Each of the foregoing parts is shown de 

tached and in detail in Figs. 3 to 10, inclu 
sive, and will be described separately. 
As shown, the columns A are square in 

CrOSS Section with rounded corners and, as 
Originally fabricated, are formed with holes 
1 extending through the same from top to 
botton, Said holes comprising an interme 
diate Section which is round in cross sec 
tion, and enlarged upper and lower end sec 
tions 2 and 3, of which the sections 2 are 
adapted to receive the lower ends of super 
posed columns and conform substantially to 
the exterior size and shape thereof, while 
the sections 3 are designed for bonding pur 
poses and are made relatively small in cross. 
Section as compared with the top enlarge 
ments 2 of the hole 1. As shown, both end 
en largements of Said hole 1 are substan 
tially Square in croSS sections, and have 
rounded corners. The exterior shape of the 
columns and also of the holes formed there 
through is immaterial, and may be varied as 
desired. 
Embedded in said columns and extending 

lengthwise thereof are reinforcing bars 4, 
the ends of which project into the enlarged 
end Sections 2 and 3 of the holes formed 
therethrough. For reasons presently ap 
parent, the upper ends of said reinforcing 
bars 4 extend a considerable distance above 
the tops of the columns A, while the lower 
ends thereof extend about flush with their 
lower ends. 
Formed at the upper ends of the columns 

A, are capitals A, comprising sunken 
panels 5 on which, in practice, the ends of the 
T-girders Crest, as hereinafter more par 
ticularly described, and brackets 6 formed 
in the upper sides of which are recesses 7 
adapted to receive the stems 8 of said T 
girders. 
Also embedded in and extending trans 

versely of the capitals A of the columns A 
are reinforcing bars 9, the ends of which 
project into the recesses 7 in the brackets 6, 
as shown at 10. 

Still other reinforcing bars 11 are em 
bedded in the capitals. A? of said columns 
which extend transversely and the ends of 
which project from the sides of the capitals 
of the columns over the sunken panels 5 on 
all sides of said columns, 
The supporting bases B for the columns 
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A are provided in their top sides with 'e- 
cesses 12 adapted to receive the lower ends 
of the columns A and embedded in said Sup 
porting bases are reinforcing bars 13 coin 
pirising sections which extend late t'ailiyi and 
also upright sections the upper ends of 
which project into and through the recesses 
12 above the tops of said bases, the relation 
being such that when the lovel end of a col 
umn is inserted into a l'ecess 12, the project 
ing upper ends of said bai's will extend into 
the enlarged Openings 3 in the lower ends 
of the columns A and wil overlap the io Wer 
ends of the reinforcing bal's 4 embedded in 
said columns, which project into said open 
ings. 

In a building structure einbodying inny in 
vention and improvements, the tops of the 
capitals. A? of the columns A, inside of the 
sunken panels 5, form parts of the floor Sul'- 
face. 
When, in the erection of a building, the 

columns. A have been inserted into the re 
cesses 12 in the bases B, with the projecting 
ends of the reinforcing bars 4 and 13 over 
lapping, the enlarged sections 3 at the lovel' 
ends of the holes Ol' openings foiled length 
wise through said columns are filled with 
concrete in which the ends of the reinforc 
ing bal's 4 Secured in Said columns and the 
bars 13 in the bases will be embedded, thus 
rigidly tying or bonding said columns to 
their bases. 
The bases B are used only for the bottom 

columns, upper columns being seated and 
Secured in the recesses 2 formed in the tops 
of lower columns, which are of substantially 
the same shape and size in cross section as 
the recesses 12 formed in the bases 3 to ire 
ceive the lower ends of the bottom columns. 
The T-girdel's C comprise flanges the top 

sides 15 of which are flat and form sections 
of the floor surfaces of the building, and 
comprise cential stems 8 on their under sides 
to reinforce and strengthen said T-girdel's 
So that they will be sufficiently strong to 
carry their own weight and the Weight of 
the floor slabs D, which are supported 
thereby. 
The upper lateral edges of said "-girders 

C, which extend parallel with the stems 8 of 
said girders are rabbeted, as shown at 17, 
and embedded in said -girder's are rein 
forcing bars 18 and 19 which extend sub 
stantially parallel with the stems 8 of said 
girders and project at opposite ends there 
of. Also embedded in said T-girders and 
extending at right angles to the reinforcing 
bars 18 and 19 are reinforcing bars 20, the 
ends of which project into the rabbets 17. 
The top surfaces of the floor slabs D are 

flat and form parts of the floors of the build 
ing, the lower edges of Said slabs being rab 
beted, as shown at 21, said slabs being re 
inforced and strengthened by reinforcing 
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bai's 22 embedded therein, comprising bars 
which extend in opposite directions and all 
of which project beyond the sides of said 
slabs. 

In electing the building, the T-girde's C 
ai'e placed with their edges esting on the 
sunken panels 5 on the columns A with the 
steins 8 thereof in engagement with the 'e- 
cesses 7 formed in the brackets 6 forming 
parts of the capitals of said columns, said 
-girders being of such length that spaces 

23 of considerable length will be formed be 
tween the ends of Said "-gil'del's and the op 
posed surfaces on the capitals A of the 
columns, into which the reinforcing bai's 18 
and 19 embedded in said T-girders C and 
the reinforcing bars 9 and 11 embedded in 
the columns. A project. 

in practice, the floor slabs D are placed 
in the spaces defined by the -girders C 
Supported on columns A airl'anged to for in 
Squares or 'ectangles, said floor slabs being 
so placed that the shoulders formed by the 
rabbets 21 will rest upon the shoulde's 
formed by the rabbets 17 on the T-girder's 
C. said rabbets 17 being so proportioned 
that when said floor slabs are in position, 
l'ecesses or spaces 24 will be forined by the 
rabbets 17, into which the ends of the rein 
forcing bars 20 embedded in said "-girder's 
and the reinforcing bars 22 embedded in said 
floor slabs will project. 
After the T-girders C and floor slabs D 

forming the whole or any desired part of 
the floors have been placed in position, the 
spaces 23 and 24 at the ends of the "- 
girders C and between said "-girders and 
the floor slabs ) Will be filled with con 
crete flush with the top sides of said - 
girders and floor slabs that is flush with 
the proposed floor surface-said filling form 
ing a body of concrete in which, when the 
conclete sets and hardens, the ends of the 
reinforcing ba's extending into said spaces 
23 and 24 will be embedded, thus tying () 
binding the different paits or clements of 
the structure into a single unitary structure. 

In accordance with accepted pl'actice. 
superposed columns are borded together in 
Si Ich manner that a hole formed in part by 
the holes 1 in said columns, will extend con 
tinuously from top to bottom of different 
series of superposed columns. The holes or 
openings thus formed are used for install 
ing various utilities, as water and gas pipes. 
electric conductors and the like. 

In accordance with what now conside!' 
to be the preferable construction, the in eans 
for bonding the bottom columns A with 
the bases 3 and superposed columns with 
each other, are as follows: Secured in the 
bases B within the recesses 12 formed thei'e- 
in, and in the columns A, within the recesses 
2 in the upper ends thereof, are thimbles 
25 which are of such length that the upper 
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ends thereof will enter the lower ends of 
the intermediate sections 1 of the holes 
formed through superposed columns A, 
when the lower ends thereof are inserted 
into the en largements 2 at the upper ends 
of the holes through said columns, the rela 
tion being such that said thimbles will 
define spaces 26 between their outer sides 
and the sides of the do wyer en largeiments 3 
of the holes through the columns A into 
which the overlapping projecting ends of the 
reinforcing bars 4 and 13 will extend. 
As each column A is erected, either on a 

base B or on a lower column, the spaces 26 
are filled with thin concrete or grout. 
While my invention contemplates the use 
of any desired method and apparatus fol' 
filling said spaces, I prefer the method 
whereby said concrete or grout is introduced 
under pressure, thereby insuring that said 
spaces or cavities will be entirely filled and 
that the concrete or grout contained therein 
will be in intimate contact with the rein 
forcing bars 4 and 13, thus insuring strong 
and rigid bonding joints between super 
posed columns. To provide for thus concreting or grout 
ing in the spaces or cavities 26 under pres 
sure, holes 27 are formed through the 
columns A which communicate with the 
upper ends of said spaces or cavities. Any 
desired or approved apparatus may be em 
ployed for thus filling said cavities and 
subjecting the contents thereof to pressure, 
and after said spaces or cavities and the 
holes 27 have been filled, the exterior of the 
column is finished by smoothing off the 
concrete or grout which fills said holes or 
openings, flush with the outer surfaces of 
the columns A. 

Instead of making the columns A and 
the capitals. A? thereof integral with each 
other, my invention contemplates making 
said columns and their capitals as separate 
units to be united on the job. 
This modification is shown in Fig. 11 of 

the drawings, in which A designates the 
column proper and A* the capital thereof, 
both of which are substantially similar to 
the corresponding parts of the column shown 
in other ??????????? of the drawings and here 
tofore described, excepting that they are 
fabricated as separate units and the capital 
A° is provided with a hole 28 which is 
adapted to receive a reduced portion 29 at 
the upper end of the column A' and which 
defines a shoulder 30 on the column on 
which the capital is adapted to rest. When 
connected, said modified form of column is 
identical both in construction, appearance 
and function with columns in which the 
columns proper and the capitals thereof are 
fabricated as unitary structures. 
In my improved building construction, 

the exterior walls and partitions of the 

3. 

different stories inay be made of any desired 
or approved building material, the walls 
and partitions of the different stories of the 
building being separately supported by the 
outside columns of the next lower story. In 
accordance with my invention, the outer 
walls of the building indicated in dotted lines 
at E, Figs. 1 and 2, are supported by ledges 
31 formed on the outer sides of the outside 
columns of the building continuous with 
the Outer edges of the T-girders C supported 
between said outside columns. 

After the floors have been finished by fill 
ing in the channels between adjacent struc 
tural units, partition walls may be erected 
wherever desired, and it is not, therefore, 
necessary to either show or describe the 
Sae. - 

I claim 
1. Concrete building construction com 

prising columns and T-girders initially 
fabricated separately, said columns compris 
ing capitals having sunken panels and 
brackets provided with recesses in their 
upper surfaces on the sides thereof to which 
girder connections are to be made, and said 
T-girders comprising stems and flanges pro 
portioned, respectively, to enter and rest 
upon the bottoms of said recesses and to rest 
upon the sunken panel portions of the 
column capitals in spaced relation to the 
opposed surfaces of said column capitals, 
forming channels, and means for connecting 
said column capitals and T-girders when 
erected, to form a unitary structure, con 
sisting of reinforcing bars embedded in said 
capitals and T-girders which project there 
from into the channels between opposed 
surfaces thereof the ends of which overlap, 
whereby, when said channels are filled with 
concrete the overlapping ends of said rein 
forcing bars will become embedded therein. 

2. Concrete building construction as speci 
fied in claim 1, in which the column capitals 
form parts of the floor structure, and the 
floor surface includes the portions of the top 
surfaces of said column capitals within the 
sunken panel portions thereof. 

3. Concrete building construction as speci 
fied in claim 1, in which the column capitals 
form parts of the floor structure, and the 
floor surface includes the portions of the 
top surfaces of the column capitals within 
the sunken panel portions thereof and por 
tions of the top surfaces of the T-girders. 
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4. Concrete building construction as speci 
fied in claim 1, in which the floor structure 
comprises the column capitals, the T-girders 
and separate floor slabs supported in the 
openings defined by the T-girders when 
erected, and the floor surface includes the . 
portions of the top surfaces of the column 
capitals within the sunken panel portions 
thereof and portions of the top surfaces of 
the T-girders, said floor slabs being suffi 
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ciently larger than the openings defined by 
said T-girders that the edges thereof will 
overlap and rest lipon the edges of said T 
girders, the apper edges of said "-girders 
being rabbeted, said rabbets and the thick 
ness of the floor slabs being so proportioned 
that the top sides of said "-girders ind of 
said floor slabs will be in the plane of the 
fool' surface and will for in channels between 

10 the edges of said floor slabs and the sides of 
the rabbets in said "-girdel's opposed ihe'e- 
to adapted to receive concrete filling for con 
necting said "-girders and floor slabs when 
erected, to for in a unitary stricture. 

5. Concrete building construction as speci 
fied in caiim 1, in Ywhich the foot' si: tricture 
comprises the collinn capitals, the ""-gili'dei's 
and separate floor slabs supported in the 
openings defined by the ""-girders when 

20 erected, and the floor surface includes the 
portions of the top stifaces of the column 
capitals within the Sunlien panel portions 
thereof and portions of the top surfaces of 
the T-girders, said floor slabs being suffi 
ciently larger than said openings that the 
edges thereof will overlap and rest upon the 
edges of said "-girders, the upper edges of 
said "-girders and the lower edges of said 
floor slabs being rabbeted, the rabbets in the 

30 upper edges of said "-girders and the thick 
ness of said floor slabs being so proportioned 
that the top sides of said "-girders and of 
said floor slabs will be in the plane of the 
floor surface and will for in channels be 

35 tween the edges of said floor slabs and the 
sides of the rabbets in said "S"-girders op 
posed thereto adapted to receive concrete 
filling for connecting said "-girders and 
floor slabs when erected, to form a unitary 

10 structure, and the rabbets in the lower edges 
of the floor slabs fitting closely within the 
openings defined by said "-girdel's. 

6. Concrete building construction as speci 
fied in claim 1, which comprises separate 

45 bases for supporting the bottom columns of 
the structure, said bases being provided with 
recesses to receive the lower ends of the co 
umns, said columns also being provided with 
recesses in their lower ends, and heans for 

$50 connecting said columns to their bases when 
erected to for in a unitary structure, com 
prising reinforcing hal's ei) bedded in said 
bases and columns which project, into the re 
cesses in the lower ends of Said columns and 
which overlap, and concreio Filling poired 
into said recesses in which the overlapping 
ends of said reinforcing bai's become em 
bedded. 
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7. Concrete building construction as speci. 
fied in claim I, in which the columns are 
provided with recesses in their upper ends to 
receive the lover ends of superposed col 
umans, and Superposed columans aire provided 
with recesses in their lower ends, and means 
for connecting columns to other columns Sul 
perposed thereon when erected to form a 
unitary structure. 

8. Concrete building construction as speci 
fied in claiian 1, in which the colllians are 
hollow and are provided with recesses in 
their upper ends to receive the lower ends of 
superposed columns and also with recesses 
in their lower onds, the recesses in both the 
Tipper and lower ends of said colul finns be 
iing formed by enlargements of the holes 
therethrough, the recesses in the lower ends 
of said columns being designed to 1'eceive 
concrete filling for connecting adjacent Sil 
perposed columns. 

9. Concrete building construction as speci 
fied in claim 1, in which the columns are 
hollow and are provided with recesses in 
their upper and lower ends both formed by 
en largements of the holes therethrough, and 
which comprises thimbles which close the in 
her sides of the Fecesses in the lower ends 
of said columns forming closed cavities 
adapted to receive concrete filling for con 
necting the adjacent ends of superposed col 
umns when erected, and which also connect 
he hollow interiors of adjacent superposed 
columns providing continuous openings ex 
tending from top to bottom of a plurality of 
Superposed columns adapted to receive vari 
ols utilities. 

10. Concrete building construction as 
specified in claim 1, in which the outer walls 
of each story of the building are separately 
supported by the outside columns which de 
fine the next lower stories and by T-girders 
supported by said outside columns, Suhstan 
tially as described. 

11. Concrete building constriction as 
specified in claim ), in which the outer walls 
of each story of the building are separately 
supported by the outside columns which de 
fire the next lower stories and by T-girder's 
supported between adjacent outside columns, 
the portions of the capitals which support 
said wall forming ledges contino is with 
the oilter edges of said "-girders. 

in testinhony that, claim the foregoing 
as iny invention, affix my signature this 
13th day of October, 1922. 

FRIEDRIK (G. BORG. 
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